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This book places the reader at the heart of medieval 
religious life, standing inside the church with the laity and 
asking what this space meant to them and why.

The church of the late-medieval period was a building, 
an idea, and a community, and sanctity was crucial to 
its place at the centre of parish life. But it faced serious 
challenges, including increased competition for lay 
attention, and the rise of dissenting movements such 
as Lollardy. Exploring a range of Middle English 
religious literature – including sermons, treatises, miracle 
narratives, and a church foundation legend – alongside 
liturgy, architecture, and material culture, this book looks 
at how the sanctity of the church was constructed and 
maintained for the edification of the laity. It draws on a 
variety of contemporary theoretical approaches to offer 
a reading of the church as continually produced and 
negotiated by the rituals, performances, and practices 
of its lay communities, who were constantly being asked 
to attend to its material form, visual decorations, and 
significance. 

The meaning of the church was a dominant question in 
late-medieval religious culture. This book provides an 
invaluable context for students and academics working 
on lay religious experience and canonical Middle English 
texts.

Laura Varnam is Lecturer in Old and Middle English Literature at 
University College, Oxford
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Advisory board: Ruth Evans, Nicola McDonald,  
 Andrew James Johnston, Sarah Salih, Larry Scanlon  
and  Stephanie Trigg

Manchester Medieval Literature and Culture publishes monographs and essay  collections 
comprising new research informed by current critical methodologies on the literary 
cultures of the Middle Ages. We are interested in all periods, from the early Middle Ages 
through to the late, and we include post-medieval engagements with and representations 
of the medieval period (or ‘medievalism’). ‘Literature’ is taken in a broad sense, to include 
the many different medieval genres: imaginative, historical, political, scientific, religious. 
While we welcome contributions on the diverse cultures of medieval Britain and are happy 
to receive submissions on Anglo-Norman, Anglo-Latin and Celtic writings, we are also 
open to work on the Middle Ages in Europe more widely, and beyond.
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